A transformation. The reversible transformation, where 1 = X + i, 
INFINITE SUMS OF PSI FUNCTIONS
Here L and L* represent the i^-function and may hence be denoted as logarithmic sets :
Infinite sums. As one applies the summation (2) to the sets C' 2K , one regains the known values £(2n) (see [2, 23.2 .16]), if t is odd, that is, when C' 2K does not contain a logarithmic set. On the other hand, an intriguing sequence of new formulas arises when t is even. For t = 2,
The general formula is NOTE. The subject reversible transformation arises in the linear theory of a parabolic wing tip in lifting subsonic flow. The fact that it may produce logarithmic sets can be generalized, as follows : If the originating set contains log", the logarithmic set in the transformed set is log" +1 if r is odd and if t is even, and is log" ~ * if r is even and if t is odd. Detailed derivations are given in [1] .
